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MAJESTIC EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENT

The New York Times this morning says:- The hugest scholarship fund in history is

this year being offered-even urged upon - the male youth of America, It will amount

to more than half a billion dollars. This sun is to be spent at about 300 colleges
and universities to train young men for war or for services connected with the war, Yale,

hich lias just leased half its living facilities and one third of its educational plant
for the use of 2,600 army air force students; Harvard, which is training 3,500 men

in service schools; Columbia, where 2,000 candidate navy officers are studying;

Princeton, which accommodates more than 1,000 army and navy officer candidates - these

institutions are among the pioneers in a majestic educational experiment.

The postwar aspects of this situation are worth thinking about. If it is

worth while in time of war to spend the equivalent of the total peacetime cost of

college teaching - and we are about to do this - to train leaders for war what is it

worth to train leaders for peace?. The war has certainly brought nearer the day

when higher education will be made freely available to all who can demonstrate that

they will use it capably for the general welfare.

JAPAN ON THE DEFENSIVE

Discussing the recent remarks of Japanese Premier General Hideki Tojo to the

assembly of military leaders at the Tokyo War Ministry the New York Times observed:-

The Japanese leaders themselves are beginning to admit that there are obstacles to the

realization of their dreams. In fact they are suggesting to their own people that

Japan is now on the defensive.

Captain Nakae Yahagi, Japanese Press Chief went so far recently as to warn

the Japanese people to expect direct attacks on their godborn and never invaded home

islands.

Shipping is one of the most vulnerable points in the Japanese armor. They must

ship raw materials to their industrial centre's in the Home Island and ship the

finished products back to their fighting forces and both operations must be carried

out over vast distances which expose the transports to submarine attacks. How

effective these submarine attacks are was revealed by Navy Secretary Knox: between one

and. one anda half million tons out ofa total of 6,000,000 tons available to Japan at the

outbreak of the war have been sent to the bottom..

Chinese sources suggest that the awakening of the Japanese people has been greatly

helped along by the Japanese repatriated from the United States who were able to give

the folks at hone some idea of America's productive power and fighting morale.

BRITISH MANUFACTURERS AND A NATIONAL POLICY FOR INDUSTRY

The New York Journal of Commerce yesterday observed that the most comprehensive

organisation of industry yet proposed in a democratic country has been outlined by
120 leading British manufacturers in a statement called "a national policy for industry".

The plan calls for the organisation of a central council of industry and a series

of sectional associations to replace or absorb existing trade organisations.

The Journal of Commerce says a joint statement on the purposes of the plan has

already given rise to a debate that should help crystallize opinion. The plan has been

lauded as necessary for the difficult transition period that will fallow the war, and

criticized as an effort to replace parliament with an industrial council. The outcome
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of this debate will he watched with keen interest in all democratic countries, for

Britain' s post war industrial policies will undoubtedly be studied and imitated by
many countries abroad.

STRENGTH OF UNITED NATIONS

The New York Herald Tribune states: As allied strategy develops on many fronts,
the inevitable hard cores of Axis resistance that are encountered, the periods of slow

progress sometimes cloud the fact that the initiative is,still with the United Nations

- in Africa., in Russia, in the Pacific,

The United Nations have already attained one important goal: in virtually every

major theatre of war they have compelled the enemy to fight on ground and under

conditions which the allies have chosen, .The Germans do not want a winter campaign
in Russia; they do not want to fight on two fronts in Africa, The Japanese have paid

heavily for their attempts to reinforce positions in the Solomons and New Guinea,

But as the President pointed out we must do all we can to keep the Axis from

regaining the initiative. In sustaining their present drive the United Nations have

the great advantage of ever-increasing strength.

AMERICAN ADAPTABILITY

On the anniversary of the Japanese assault on Pearl Harbour Maj. General Alexander

A. Vandegrift gave a summery of the actions fought by the forces under his command in

the first offensive thrust undertaken by the United States at Guadalcanal. It was an

optimistic account, states the Hew York Herald Tribune, - 7,000 Japanese killed on

the Island; 450 of their planes shot down by American fighters: a ratio of loss which

was about 10 to 1 in favour of the Americans,

The marines had an extremely difficult assignment in the first months on

Guadalcanal and they carried it out to a most happy conclusion. There is cause for

congratulation in the ample evidence of American adaptability to battle conditions.

GOOD FOR ALLIES: BAD FOR AXIS

The Washington Post says: The President’s report on Lend Lease operations for

the three months ended December 11 is a truly important document and one that we trust

will be given the widest possible circulation. It is important in the first instance

for the specific facts of material assistance to our Allies that has grown by leaps
and bounds. The current rate of assistance is about ten billion dollars annually or

fifteen percent of the current rate of this country’s total war expenditure.

It is the best sort of news that our declared intention of becoming the arsenal

of democracy is being implemented by really substantial deliveries abroad as well as

by a mounting production rate that promises still more substantial deliveries in the

months ahead.

The most heartening thing about the President' s report is its emphasis on the

intelligent pooling of American and British resources. It is extremely good news for

us and extremely bad news for the enemy. For it implies a successful integration of

material effort. Indeed the entire report is in effect profoundly convincing

testimony that the Allies, not the Axis, will shape the pattern of things to come.

VIKING DARING NOT DEAD

The Desmoines Register in an editorial yesterday entitled "Vikings still sail -

to England" says; The gallant Norse mother and scholar who spoke recently in Desmoines

reports that the exodus from Norway continues, especially of young men, in small boats

across the North Sea to Britain to join the Norwegian armed forces in exile there.

Viking daring is not dead.
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RECOGNITION OR REALITY

The Cleveland Plain Dealer states: Albania, says Secretary Hull, will be free

after the war* This reassuring announcement, commendable as it is as a peace aim of

the United States, is but a recognition of reality, Whatever the powers might do

about Albania the people will be free. No conqueror has ever been able to enslave

the Albanian, Since Mussolini sent his legions across the Adriatic for an easy

Easter Sunday conquest he has found the Albanians a difficult people to subdue,
From the day the Italians landed at Durazzo and marched into the interior the Italians

have been hacked and harried by these sturdy mountaineers.

THE REAL NAZI IMAGE

The San Francisco News commenting yesterday on Hitler’s shifts in army commands

says the Allies must not become too much interested and too hopeful about German

internal developments. There can be no victory until both the Nazi Party gangsters
and the German military power are destroyed. The Nazi menace is more than Hitler,
more than Himmler and more than the Prussian militarists; it is their whole savage

system that must be wiped out - for the sake of the German people no less than the

rest of the world.

EMPIRE SOLIDARITY

The San Francisco Chronicle states; Premier Jan Smuts says he will ask his

Parliament for an amendment to permit South Africans to serve outside the continent

of Africa as soon as North Africa is cleared up. Premier John Curtin says he will

push his proposal for Australian conscription for service outside the immediate

Australian area. Thus in two great Dominions there is proof of empire solidarity and

realistic thinking.

U.S. OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
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